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Bio

ACADEMIC APPOINTMENTS
• Professor, Political Science
• Senior Fellow, Freeman Spogli Institute for International Studies

Teaching

COURSES
2018-19
• Populism and the Erosion of Democracy: GLOBAL 106, POLISCI 140P (Aut)
• Theories in Comparative Politics: POLISCI 440A (Aut)

2017-18
• Populism and the Erosion of Democracy: GLOBAL 106, POLISCI 140P (Aut)
• Theories in Comparative Politics: POLISCI 440A (Aut)

Publications

PUBLICATIONS
• Religion, Politics, and Values in Poland: Continuity and Change since 1989 (Book Review) JOURNAL OF RELIGION IN EUROPE
  Book Review Authored by: Grzymala-Busse, A.
  2018; 11 (2-3): 278–79